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Effective management of oxygen during winemaking can
improve fermentation efficiency, help create diverse wine
styles and minimise reductive off-flavours.
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People in research: Dr Justin Cohen

50 Ask the AWRI
“Then instead of returning to the US, to
work in corporate management for a hotel
group as planned, I accepted a scholarship
to undertake a PhD in wine marketing.
“It’s where I first connected with Professor
Larry Lockshin (Pro Vice Chancellor for
Strategic Coordination andA Head of
Marketing at University of South Australia)
and his research group.”

After completing his PhD, Dr Cohen moved
to Europe to work in the Master Vintage
program, which is an EU-funded Master
of Science program (MSC) for oenology,
viticulture and wine business.
Responsible for the wine marketing
component and research supervision, Dr
Cohen said that after two exciting years
of delivering education and conducting
research across numerous European
markets he was ready for the next challenge
- at the Australian Centre for Retail Studies,
a specialised retailing centre at Monash
University.

Cohen said he happily made the jump.

“I focussed my energy on commercial
research and strategy implementation

85 Advertiser index
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“We’re a great team. My focus is
particularly managerial, it’s my job to
solve problems and come up with ways to
overcome hurdles that crop up with such
projects.
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Dr Justin Cohen, Research Fellow, Ehrenberg Bass
Institute for Marketing Science

Beginning with a childhood spent at Cape
Cod in the United States to a career that
spans Europe, Australia and now Asia, for
Research Fellow Dr Justin Cohen it’s been
a journey inspired by great food and wine
experiences.

“Working in emerging markets
like China now is really
exciting.”

Dr Cohen is also enjoying the growing
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Dr Cohen continues to work closely with
Larry and Armando, particularly on the
current China projects.

“Working in emerging markets like China
now is really exciting, because we are
getting past people just espousing their
thoughts and feelings. Our EBI team is
actually doing the research in country. We
can make arguments and claims about
market dynamics founded in data and not
just conjecture.”
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Trials on the phenological development of the vines under
a future climate scenario have shown temperature will be
more influential that atmospheric carbon dioxide levels.
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The idea of getting lots of wine
to a consumer in a way that
overcame oxidation issues
was a big deal for the wine
industry 50 years ago. There’s
every indication it will keep
being a big deal well into the
future.
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Sarah Collingwood, Four Winds business manager,
explains how the Canberra District winery paid for
extensions through crowd-funding.
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